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India is rightly known as the World Capital of Yoga and the word yoga is from the Sanskrit language
which means to unite or to attach. Yoga is widely believed to be in existence as old as civilization.
Yoga poses are known to be found in stone seals from around 3000 B.C , although some believe
that yoga was prevalent even before that and an other form of body postures 'shamanism' which
was similar to Yoga. Yoga could be classified into four periods namely Vedic period, Pre-Classical
Yoga, Classical Yoga and Post-Classical Yoga. Yoga restores balance and peace into our lives and
helps in the physical, mental and psychological well being of an individual. India's yoga retreats are
very traditional and authentic in their treatment which follows the ancient teachings of 'yoga asanas'.
There are many yoga retreats packages that have come into existence through the length and
breadth of India.

These yoga retreats emphasize on leading an ashram life and guests are treated very divinely and
gracefully. They are instructed to undergo many practices such as meditation lessons, chanting
classes, daily yoga etc and they are provided a very soothing environment as it is surrounded by
farms and the guests could interact with the local population and get an insight into their lives.
Guests are given practice in various facets of yoga for therapeutic guidance and they are also aided
if they want to pursue aesthetic and a spiritual path in their lives. yoga thus has the tenacity to bring
a change in our outlook towards life and turn us into more reformed beings. It is really a revelation to
know that how the minute changes in the  life style and dietary habits could bring a world of change
in the overall well being of an individual.

These retreats also take special care  in the culinary and dietary habits of the guests. It is pure
Organic vegetarian food on a very strict time policy and a strict no- alcohol policy. The guests are
even involved in the farming in the gardens with the morning sun and they could offer help in the
cooking arena thus making their stay as close to home and warm as possible. The massages are
performed in a very meticulous manner as the guest requirements vary from one another. They
provide an environment to free all types of stress be it professional or personal and help in
rejuvenating and reprising our lives to restart our lives on a refreshed note.
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Prabin Francis - About Author:
Kasi Yoga Anushtana Kendram provides a  Yoga Retreat Kerala  and a  Hatha Yoga Training India 
for more details visit the website for information on a  Yoga Teacher Training India 
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